
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

DELIVERING EXCELLENCE IN FURTHER EDUCATION IN NOTTINGHAM

MERGER

What does a merged college mean for the people of Nottingham? 
By combining the existing excellent resources and expertise of both colleges, the merged college will give students, businesses 
and the residents of Nottinghamshire and the East Midlands an even better education and training offer. This will continue to be 
innovative and will develop to meet the needs of our communities, employers and the local, regional and national economies. By 
pooling resources students will also benefit from investment into improved facilities including the plans for a new city centre City 
Hub.

What will the new name of the college be? 
We have made a submission to Government to propose the name ‘Nottingham College’.  

When will the new college open? 
Merging two colleges is an extremely complex process and will take considerable time and resource to ensure we get things right. 
The first step is to ensure the merged college has legal standing as a college. In July 2016 it was announced that the colleges were 
working towards a merger by the end of the year. The exact timing is dependent on the confirmation of funding which is dependent 
upon Government procedures. All being well, we are therefore looking at an announcement of merger in early 2017.  It is hoped that 
Nottingham College will take students from September 2017.

When will we know if the merger is definitely happening? 
Both colleges are strongly and firmly committed to merging to create a single FE college for Nottingham. Both believe it’s in the 
best interests of Nottingham people and for Nottingham’s economy and with a merger comes many potential benefits that support 
wider city priorities such as inward investment and regeneration, skills development, tackling unemployment and creating a 
prosperous future for our young and diverse population. In July 2016 it was announced that the colleges were working towards a 
merger by the end of the year. The exact timing is dependent on the confirmation of funding which is dependent upon Government 
procedures. All being well, we are therefore looking at an announcement of merger in early 2017.

Are there any downsides of merger? 
Whilst there will be one less college by name to choose from, students will still have a similar choice of venues to study at. The 
College will continue to champion learning and skills development with an emphasis on getting students “work ready”, as well as 
continuing to upskill the Nottingham workforce with specialist employee training. 

ESTATE/SITE CLOSURES

Will the City Hub progress? 
The City Hub project is progressing already. The City Hub is very much a partnership project between both colleges, the Local 
Enterprise Partnership and the City Council and indeed, the Local Enterprise Partnership have already secured a good deal of 
funding to invest in the development. There’s much work to do to ensure the City Hub truly reflects the needs of the city and wider 
economy but what’s clear is that by merging the two colleges, the city’s ambitions for a City Hub can be realised.

Will there be any site closures – which ones will be closed and when will people be informed of this?  
All decisions about the future of our campuses will be taken following consultation with students and with staff. The timeline for 
potential centre closures will be based on the timeline for the new City Hub which is where the majority of provision from campuses 
which may be identified for closure will be transferred to, to ensure the very best facilities are available to students. The new and 
ambitious City Hub is scheduled to take students from September 2020. There is as yet no set timeline for campus closures leading 
up to this point. 
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Will there be any cancellation of courses or new courses developed? 
We are currently working on what the new curriculum will look like for the merged College, and as part of this exercise, we will be 
reviewing courses that are no longer in demand from a local/regional economic perspective and which skills and training needs 
exist in the near future that may not exist now. This will inform what new programmes we may wish to offer and what programmes 
we would look to stop providing, so there may be some new curriculum developments and some changes to the existing curriculum. 
Current students and new applicants will be kept up to date with any relevant information regarding any changes.

Is the Beeston site closing and if so when? 
Central to our plans to create a college to transform further education in Nottingham, is an estates strategy and property portfolio 
that is modern, fit for purpose and designed to deliver improved outcomes for businesses and students alike. This strategy will 
be a mix of new build and the rationalisation and modernisation of the existing estate centred around a proposed new City Hub in 
the city centre which is scheduled to take students from September 2020. Some of the older and outdated buildings, including the 
Beeston Centre, have been identified as potential sites to be sold post 2020 to fund the investment into the ongoing modernisation 
of retained estate. The remaining campuses will be transformed into vocational centres of excellence offering a blend of more 
specialist and generic programmes with broad accessibility for students across the city conurbation. All decisions about the future 
of our campuses will be taken following consultation with students, staff and local stakeholders.

The proposed plans regarding Beeston are not expected to be progressed until 2020 at the earliest. New applicants to courses 
delivered at Beeston should continue to apply as normal and students will be kept up to date with any relevant information 
regarding the merger.    

How will the new college ensure that quality is challenged and maintained? 
The merged college will ensure that the good practices already in place and recently endorsed by Ofsted for both colleges will 
continue and will take the best of existing arrangements to ensure that this happens. The leaders and Governors of the new college 
will work to ensure that quality is challenged and maintained and improved just as the leaders and Governors of the existing two 
colleges do at the moment. By focusing on a core offer, building a strong foundation and learning from each other, the two colleges 
will be able to share best practices, share resources and create improved learning environments for students.

How big will the merged college be (total number of students)? 
In simple terms, joining two very evenly sized colleges together has the potential to create one college that is roughly double of the 
size of each existing one (currently each college enrols around 4000 students each). However, we are expecting a rise in student 
numbers following merger based on our predictions and as experienced in previous mergers. It is envisaged that the Nottingham 
College will be one of the largest in the UK.

Who is the Nottingham College CEO? 
John van de Laarschot took up the post as Chief Executive Officer on 1st August 2016 overseeing both Central College Nottingham 
and New College Nottingham. John brings a wealth of leadership experience, both public and private sector, having held Chief Exec 
roles at Stoke-on-Trent City Council and Torridge Council and senior leadership roles at the likes of Dailycer, Spandex and Pepsico. 

STUDENT QUERIES

I have yet to apply for a course for 2017, which college should I apply to?  
Please apply in the usual way to the college that has the course you want to do and follow the college’s application guidance and 
procedures. As the merger of the two colleges progresses, we will keep applicants up to date with the latest news and will update 
both college websites to help ensure everyone has the information they need. Our priority throughout the process is to ensure that 
students studying at either college continue to have the high quality education and training they expect.

A merged College could result in a lack of competition and removal of choice with just one institution, how will the new college 
manage this? 
One of the key benefits of having a single FE proposition for Nottingham is that employers and businesses will have a clearer idea 
of the options available for training and apprenticeships. Their ability to influence our offer will be enhanced as it will be easier to 
support and partner with one organisation and with one corporation and senior leadership team, the relationship will be easier to 
manage. Of course employers have a vast number of other private providers to choose from but from an FE perspective, a one-stop 
shop for college delivery would be the preferred option. For young people looking to continue with their studies post 16, our new 
college will still be one of a number of options available, which include school, sixth form centre, employment or other specialist 
provider such as NUAST or Confetti, both affiliated to local universities.

Both colleges were awarded Ofsted Grade 2 “Good” in their most recent inspections and are on the journey to becoming 
outstanding.
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